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The Challenge:

 Fossil fuels currently supply 
around 80% of the world’s 
energy needs

 Global energy use is predicted 
to increase 28% by 2040

 Fossil fuel reserves are 
expected to be depleted 
within the next 40-50 years



The Challenge:

 GLOBAL WARMING

 Burning fossil fuels = increase in 
levels of CO2

 CO2 levels in the atmosphere are 
now >800 ppm



One solution: Bioethanol
 Feedstocks

 1o: Edible sources: corn, sugar beet, 
sugar cane

 2o: Lignocellulosic biomass: agricultural 
or forest residues

 Challenge

Competition for land space

Impacts crop production

Requires high input of nitrogen and 
other macronutrients

 Alternative feedstocks

 Algae 



Global renewable energy sources



One solution: Bioethanol
 Photosynthetic algae feedstocks:

 Do not impact on food  security

 Require little to no maintenance 

 Can grow in every season 

 Can be grown in deserts and marginal land

BUT:

 Problems with maintaining the required mixed cultures

 Large costs and energy requirements associated with 
pre-treatments and enzymatic hydrolysis

 = decrease in global investment in biomass as a 
renewable fuel resource 



Project: Engineering a photosynthetic microorganism for 
light-regulated ethanol production
 Concept:

 Modify a strain of photosynthetic blue-green 
algae (cyanobacteria) to produce ethanol

 Regulate production of ethanol through a light-
controlled regulatory switch

 Ethanol product will be removed from the 
photobioreactor by heating and vaporisation

 Benefits:

 Lows cost of growing the cyanobacteria

 Low cost associated with harvesting the ethanol

 Only one strain needs to be cultured



Murdoch University funded personnel
Academic Staff Affiliation Relevant Experience

A/Prof. Wayne Reeve Murdoch Molecular biologist with 25 years experience in genetic engineering of 
microorganisms; head of the Molecular Microbiology Group (Reeve 
laboratory); Postgraduate Research Director, Murdoch University; 
Honours Academic Chair, Murdoch University; 86 peer-reviewed papers; 
30 Honours, Masters and PhD supervised completions; obtained research 
funding to the value of > $6 million.

Dr. Ravi Tiwari Murdoch Biochemist with 28 years experience in microbiological biochemistry 
and biochemical pathways, regulation of protein synthesis, protein 
purification; Academic Chair of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, 
Murdoch University; 46 peer-reviewed papers. 

Dr. Navid Moheimani Murdoch
Murdoch University 
Algae R&D centre

Senior algae technical specialist with over 18 years experience as an 
applied phycologist; involved in wastewater treatment and biomass 
production from microalgae; Director of Murdoch University Algae R&D 
Centre; Environmental Sciences Postgraduate Research Director, 
Murdoch University; 69 peer-reviewed papers; obtained research 
funding to the value of > $3 million.



Investor funded personnel

Personnel Affiliation Relevant Experience

Dr Julie Ardley Murdoch Microbiologist with 6 years post-doctoral experience in molecular 
microbiology and microbial taxonomy; 40 peer-reviewed papers; 
submitted four research funding applications.

Mr. Jaco Zandberg Murdoch BSc (Hons) first class in molecular biology (fourth highest mark in 
cohort); six months research experience; three manuscripts in 
preparation; submitted three research funding applications.

+ PhD students
+ Post-doctoral research associates



Metabolic ethanol fermentation pathway
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Project outline and linkage to investment funding

Phase 1:
1. Bioinformatic prospecting for a wide range of targets genes
2. Selection of host organism and optimizing growth conditions
3. Codon usage determination for the host organism
4. In silico synthesis of codon optimised target genes
5. Assembly of plasmid constructs
6. Mobilisation of plasmid constructs into host organism
7. Expression analysis (transcription/translation/product yield)
8. Laboratory growth optimising and ethanol yield
Phase 2:
9. Development of a light regulated plasmid constructs
10. Expression analysis (induction/repression determination in response to absence/presence 

of light) to determine effectiveness
11. Engineer optimal candidate from phase 1 with the optimised light regulated plasmid 

construct from phase 2
12. Mobilisation of plasmid constructs into host organism
13. Expression analysis (transcription/translation/product yield)
14. Laboratory growth optimising and ethanol yield
15. Manipulate parameters to determine optimal growth conditions and ethanol production
Phase 3:
16. Development and assembly of a prototypic culturing vat and distillery
17. Optimize growth conditions in the prototypic growth vessel
18. Monitor rate of contamination, cell viable, plasmid retention
19. Potentially modify setup depening on outcomes of step 18
20. Finalise the construction of culturing vat and distillery setup
Phase 4:
21. Industrial application

Phase 1: 
Feasibility

Phase 2: 
Optimization

Phase 3: 
Laboratory pilot 

scale

Phase 4: 
Industrial 

application

Minimal funding
Moderate funding
Optimal funding



Step 1: Computational 
analysis of genomic 
elements associated with 
ethanol production in a 
range of organisms 

Step 2: Introduce optimal 
gene candidates into model 
organism intended for mass 
culturing.

Step 3: Screen and 
select best candidate

Genes

100%

99%

91%

74%

15%

Similarity

Phase 1: Feasibility study



Phase 2: Optimization

Step 1: Computational 
analysis of optimal gene 
sequences and optimize 
sequence for best gene 
sequence

Gene sequence

- Optimized - Unoptimized

Theoretical best gene sequence
A -
B -

A -
B -

Step 3: Determine 
effectiveness of 
optimization and 
estimate ethanol 
production

Step 2: Artificially 
produce the optimized 
gene sequence and 
introduce into model 
organism intended for 
mass culturing



Phase 3: Laboratory pilot scale

Step 1: Mass culture optimized 
candidate strain in sealed vat 
at different temperatures for 
an extended time periods

Step 2: Periodically record 
ethanol production rate and 
health of culture



Phase 4: Industrial application

Step 1: Increase mass culture 
volume and collaborate with 
mining site, brewery or 
wastewater facility to receive 
waste products such as CO2

Mining site
Brewery
Wastewater facility

CO2 CO2
CO2

Step 2: Calculate financial 
stability and cost effectiveness



This project intends to:
1. Construct a photosynthesising algal cell factory that is capable 

of producing ethanol
2. Let algal cells photosynthesize during the day to produce stored 

carbon and then let the cells use the stored carbon at night to 
produce ethanol

3. Regulate the ethanol production using a light dependent genetic 
switch

4. Regulate the genetic switch through detection of blue light
5. Optimise the ethanol yield by manipulation of growth conditions 



With further large scale funding it will be 
possible to:
1.  Enhance the ethanol yield through forced articial evolution 

using Multiplex Automated Genome Engineering (MAGE)
2.  Alter the metabolic pathway to enhance carbon storage during 

the day and its use at night (manipulating glycogen storage 
and catabolism)

3. Construct and assemble a prototypic culturing vessel and 
distillery capable of leaching the ethanol from a batch culture 
of algae, allowing for continuous ‘milking’.

4. Commence collaboration with investor and mining, brewing, or 
waste water company to siphon waste products such as waste 
water and CO2 for arrayed mass culturing system.

5. Develop a thermostable system that will enable ethanol to be 
removed without harming the cells


